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ૂ-કણૂડફૂ ગીરઙૂળૂ રીડૉ જીડર્ ણર્ ઑગીઋડન્ડ ઼ૉષી રૉશષષી મીમદ
(૩.) સળદ્ ઇફૉ મ્વૂકઆ
૩.
કભળ મઅપ ગષળરીઅ ળજી ડણર્ બ્ ડધૂ દરીર ડૉ ક્ષ ઼ીધૉફી ષીુહર્ગ રઽૉ ફદીથીફૂ ળગર ઼ીધૉ ઼અ ધીફી
઼ળફીરૉ ર્ગવૂ ઈબષીફૂ ળઽૉ સૉ.
ળ.
કભળ ઼ીધૉ બૉતૂફૂ ્ભીઉવ દધી ઇફૃયષફૂ ુષઙદ્ મૂણષીફૂ ળઽૉ સૉ.
૫.
ુફલદ ઼રલ રલીર્ની મીન રશૉવ કભળ ધ્લીફૉ વૉષીરીઅ ઈષસૉ ફઽૂ.
૬.
બૉતૂ ઈ ગીળફૂ ગીરઙૂળ્ફ્ કઝીરીઅ કઝ્ બીઅજ ષહર્ફ્ ઇફૃયષ પળીષદૂ ઽ્ષૂ જોઉઑ.
બ.
કભળ મીમદૉ ુફલીીર ૂ જી.ઑર.ગૉ . ઈળ.ડૂ.ઈઉફ્ ુફથર્લ ઈઘળૂ ઇફૉ મઅપફગદીર્ ળઽૉ સૉ.
(ળ)

ગ્બ કભ ષગર્ આ

The scope of the work is as under.
Pre Audit will have to carried in accordance with Auditing standard and will include
such test and control, as auditor consider necessary under the circumstances. The
major area will have to cover as under.
(a) Area to be cover to ensuring that;
1. Transactions are recorded as per principles of commercial accounting and are
booked to proper accounting head.
2. Transactions are undertaken on the basis of proper authority.
3. Utilization of external fund is for purposes in accordance with the financing
agreements.
4. Counterpart fund are utilised for purpose for which they are provided.
5. Transactions are duly supported by proper supporting documents and clear
linkage between books of accounts and reports presented to banks /F.A.
6. Where special accounts have been used they have been maintained in
accordance with the provisions of the relevant financing agreements.
7. Checking of daily cash, bank and expense journal transaction to ensure
transactions are recorded in principle of commercial accounting and are
booked to proper accounting heads.
(b) Checking the maintenance of books of accounts and records.
(c) Checking the bank reconciliation statements.
(d) Checking of component wise , category wise and account head wise expenditure.
(e) Checking of running bills raised for payment under each project pertaining to GMK
& RTI.
(f) Checking of investments, short term deposit etc. made by authority from time to
time.
(g) Checking of compliances of various taxes like PF. IT, PT, TDS.
(h) Assigning of Funds management of the authority.
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(i) Pre Audit of all referred transaction in order to ensure that payment are made
according to the procedure and guidelines lay down. Observation is to be
communicated to accounts officer and resolved.
(j) Compliance and related activities;
a. Ensure compliance of Pre Audit Queries from the Auditee.
b. Coordinate , follow up for the Compliances
c. Checking and verifying the relevant records to ascertain that compliances
to pre Audit Report is complete in all respect.
d.
Investigate into reasons for Non Compliances submitted by the Auditee.
e. To verify and comment on Bank reconciliation statement compiled for
different bank accounts.
f. All expenditure/Payments shall be Pre Audited.
(k) Scrutiny of general ledger and verification of Income and Expense account and
balance sheet and other schedules.
(l) Verification of Salary , PF, IT, Professional Tax , TDS etc. and Verification of
Submission of various return to the competent authority in time.
(m) Verification of Cash book, Bank Book, Journal Vouching of imprest Cash book.
(n) Verification of Cash , Cheque on hands etc.
(o) To see that all the statutory liabilities are paid in time and statutory compliance for
filing of various returns in time.
(p) Quarterly IT return related Work i.e. 24Q, 26Q , Form No. 16, Form No.16A and
Filling of Annual return.
(q) monthly and yearly GST return related Work
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઼અ ધીફૂ ફીથીઅુગલ ષહર્આ૪૨૪૨-૪૩ ફી િઽ઼ીમ્ફૂ ૂ-કણૂડફૂ
ગીરઙૂળૂ રીડૉ જીડર્ ણ ઑગીઋન્ડન્ડફૂ ુફરથૄઅગ ગળષી ઙીઅપૂફઙળ ઇફૉ
ઇરનીષીન ુ ધદ ઇફૃયષૂ જીડર્ ણર્ ઑગીઋન્ડન્ડ બૉતૂક બી઼ૉધૂ
મઅપ ગષળરીઅ દી. ૩૪-૨૪-૪૨૪૨ ઼ૃપૂરીઅ રશૂ જાલ દૉ ળૂદૉ
કભળ/યીષ રઅઙીષષીરીઅ ઈષૉ ઝૉ . સળદ્ ઇફૉ મ્વૂક દધી ગ્બ
કભ ષગર્ ઇઅઙૉફૂ ુષઙદષીળ ુષ દૅદ જાથગીળૂ ઼અ ધીફૂ ષૉમ ઼ીઉડ
http://www.rtigujarat.org/tender‐quotation.html ઇધષી
઼અ ધીફૂ ષણૂ ગજૉળૂ ઘીદૉધૂ ઋબવબ્પ ધસૉ.
ુફલીરગ

